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Thriller/Heads Will Roll Album: Glee: The Music,
Volume 5 Glee: The Music, The Complete

Season Two Released: February 6, 2011 By:
Michael Jackson/Yeah Yeah Yeahs Sung by: New
Directions with the McKinley Titans Solos: Artie,
Finn, Rachel, and Santana Place: Football Field

Episode: The Sue Sylvester Shuffle
Thriller/Heads Will Roll by Michael Jackson/Yeah
Yeah Yeahs is a mash-up featured in The Sue

Sylvester Shuffle, the eleventh episode of
Season Two. It is sung by the New

Directionswith the Titans. Artie, Finn, Rachel,
and Santana have solos. yeah yeah yeahs rock
out: from the band's 2007 album "is is" to their

latest album, "heads will roll" on dangerbird
records. featuring the lead single, "heads will

roll", a song that was written about the fallen of
9/11, the album, which was produced by

dangerbird records' dave sitek, features a
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variety of instruments including the vintage arp
odyssey, resulting in an upbeat, easy going,

danceable pop rock song. the demo version of
the song, "heads will roll" is very different from

the version that appears on the new album,
having more of a heavy 90's metal edge to it.

"heads will roll" first single is actually a mash-up
of "heads will roll" and the song "kaleidoscope"
off their 2006 album "show your bones". "heads
will roll" was written by karen o and nick zinner,

and produced by dave sitek.
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that doesnt really mean anything, but that is the
first line of the song, and it is repeated every

other line, as if the song is just a run-on,
incoherent string of words. its not like a good

song though, so it doesnt matter. the other song
that really shines is the album closer, a cover of
the knack's my sharona. the song was originally
released in 1969, but was redone in 2012 by a

japanese band named the love seed, which
sounds like a band that is on the verge of being

the biggest thing in japan. the track is a bit
weird, because the original version is very

upbeat and poppy, but the japanese version is
much slower and has a harder rock sound to it,
which puts it in an entirely different category. if
the yeah yeah yeahs did a cover, this would be
the one. and its really good, much better than

the original version. its also a far more
interesting way to end the album. the album

isnt a bad album by any means, its just a very
average one. its not terrible, but its not great
either. its a perfectly good party album, and a
fine introduction to the yeah yeah yeahs, but
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that doesnt mean its worth buying. it will appeal
mostly to fans of the group, and the less-hip

ones wont find anything that they dont already
know, except that they can maybe learn more
about who the band is and what they do. if you
are a fan, check it out. otherwise, dont bother.

the yeah yeah yeahs are an exciting band, and i
am happy to have finally stumbled upon their
music. i am just happy to have found it in time
to see them perform at coachella, and catch up
with some of my favorite singers and musicians

of the past few years. but it wasnt long after
that that it all started to fall apart. the fact that

there was a yeah yeah yeahs heads will roll
acapella came and went, but i had no idea. i

thought that there was some sort of prank going
on, that someone was trying to fool people by

making a bootleg of the song. 5ec8ef588b
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